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27 COUNTRIES

24 LANGUAGES

The European Union is the largest union 
of states, with a common body of 
legislation which is applied in numerous 
areas of life.

EU legislation is transposed into national 
law and applied in the official language 
of each country.

In some domains, up to 80% of the laws 
of the Member States are based on 
European legal acts.

ONE LAW



•The very first regulation of the European 
Union stipulated that all official languages, 
of which there were 4 at the time, were to 
be treated on a footing of equality and that 
all documents should be translated into 
those languages. This meant that each 
official language was recognised as original 
for each legal act.

•Symbolically, the multilingualism regulation 
has retained its number – 1 – while the 
number of official languages has gradually 
increased, with the addition of further 20 
languages. 

THE EU and MULTILINGUALISM



The official languages and the working 
languages of the institutions of the Union shall 
be Bulgarian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, 
Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, 
Hungarian, Irish, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, 
Maltese, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, 
Slovenian, Spanish and Swedish.

REGULATION N°1/1958



EU:  
the
multilingual
train



552 language combinations

10 EU Institutions have linguistic services

5000 translators translate into 24 
languages

translation and interpreting intervenes in 
every step of the legislative process: 
draft, negotiations, co-decisions, reports, 
amendments…. 

THE BIGGEST HUMAN

LINGUISTIC MACHINE



The role of Terminology

• In implementing the same legal acts in all 
States and in all the languages of the 
European Union, the most important point is 
that fundamental linguistic concepts should be 
understood in the same way everywhere.

• This is only possible thanks to a shared and 
consistent terminology.

• IATE is a concept-oriented database covering 
more than 100 fields.



the way through TRANSLATION

• Translation is present at every step in the legislative process; from the first 
draft, which originates with the Commission’s experts, through all the 
negotiations with national departments and with the Council and Parliament, 
to the ultimate legal act, on which a vote is taken in each national Parliament, 
and which then becomes an ‘original law’.



Terminology
in the European Parliament 



Terminology work 
in the central coordination

•10 permanent staff posts

•terminology trainees

•communication trainees

• rotating terminologist 
(seconded translator)



• Management of IATE user accounts

• Help to users and contacts with the 
Support&Development team

• Training for terminologists, translators and 
trainees

• Project preparation, terminology work in 
source language, consolidation

• Representing the EP in the interinstitutional 
IATE Management Group and its working 
groups

Terminology management and coordination 
TermCoord’s main responsibilities

• Providing terminology and 
documentation tools and resources to 
translators

• Organising seminars and specialised 
workshops for translators and 
terminologists

• Managing the interinstitutional 
terminology portal EurTerm

• Coordination to ensure linguistic 
consistency of EP databases



Our partners in the Language Units

• ”Part-time” terminologists –
translators doing terminology work on 
the side

• Minimum two terminologists per 
unit 

• Terminology Network – the 
network of 120 terminologists of all 
the language units (meetings twice a 
year and permanent online 
communication and cooperation)



External communication
termcoord.eu

It is the unique public EU website on 
Terminology and has more than
500.000 visitors per year

http://termcoord.eu/


2018: The new IATECreated in 2002
Terms in the 24 EU languages
Fusion of digital databases like Eurodicautom
(Commission) and Euterpe (Parliament)
Managed by 10 EU Instiutions
Contains 8 million terms from 100 domains
It is public and its content can be used for free
It has an average of 3500 clicks per hour

http://termcoord.eu/iate/iate2-coming-soon/


search for ENVIRONMENT terminology in IATE

Explore the Domains in IATE

https://iate.europa.eu/home


search for ENVIRONMENT terminology in IATE

TBX or CSV

https://iate.europa.eu/home


search for ENVIRONMENT terminology in IATE

Domain downloaded in 
CSV format

https://iate.europa.eu/home


ENVIRONMENT terminology 
in GlossaryLinks
Glossary Links is a glossary search tool with a 
database of more than 8,000 glossaries and 
constantly growing. All the links in the glossary 
search are regularly checked and updated by 
TermCoord in terms of relevancy and 
reliability. 
You can find glossaries according to topics and 
by language. The glossaries cover a wide range 
of domains like, for example, legal affairs, 
environment, medicine, consumer protection, 
human rights, economy and many others.

https://termcoord.eu/glossarylinks/


IATE term of the week on ENVIRONMENT

https://termcoord.eu/category/environment/


European Glossaries 
on ENVIRONMENT

227 Glossaries produced by the 
European Institutions and 
European Agencies are 
dedicated to the Environment

https://termcoord.eu/eu-glossaries-overview/


ENVIRONMENT in University Projects for IATE

University projects 
Welcome to the Universities’ IATE projects 
page. Here you can find the outcome of 
IATE projects done by Universities in 
cooperation with TermCoord. These 
terminology entries will be evaluated to be 
imported in IATE after validation by the 
terminologists of the respective language. 
The content of the tables published on this 
page are under the responsibility of each 
University. They are listed by country 
alphabetically.

an example 
of a project 
on 
environment

https://termcoord.eu/universities-projects/
http://termcoord.eu/cooperation-with-universities-on-terminology-projects/


ENVIRONMENT in the Cooperation with 
Universities for Terminology without Borders

https://yourterm.org/


https://yourterm.org/yourterm-envi/

https://yourterm.org/yourterm-envi/




Greetings from the TermCoord team!

Do you have any questions?


